Your Adventure with RT

“Welcome back to the RT and _______ Show! We welcome you to an entity of mystique, grandeur, and _______. Earth’s very own satellite is currently home to _______ _______ astronauts, who _______ endeavor day after day to improve the lives of you all, the _______ masses!”

You roll your eyes _______. “Come on RT, you’re not _______,” you say.

RT is _______ you with maintenance today, and he follows you around the spacecraft, moving _______ you. “You know, I’ve always wanted to play _______ on the Moon. Do you think someone’s already done that?” I observe a small tear in the side of an outside wall as he picks up a _______ on the ground. “Do you think I could use this as a _______?”

Suddenly, RT picks up and _______ a small piece of Moon rock. It ricochets _______ off a/an _______. cracking it. The _______ rock lands _______ your feet.

“_______! I just wanted to see if I’d be a good _______. I didn’t mean to break anything.

Oops,” RT says, looking _______.

“Yeah, well, next time RT, try to use your _______! You’re lucky it’s only a minor _______ scratch. Could’ve been _______ times worse.” You’re a bit _______ from him doing that, and you start patching up the _______ crack RT made with some _______. RT begins _______ another rock with his wheel as he waits for you to finish. “The crack kind of looks like a/an _______! Or wait, a/an _______? No, no, it’s definitely a/an _______.

Just as you finish patching the first crack, you hear a _______.

“Oops,” RT says as you see another crack on the wall behind you.